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Panestetic, certified ISO 13485, is a leading Italian manufacturer
of aesthetic and medical devices since 1984.

Thanks to the great experience gained in the research and development of new 
technologies and devices, the company has developed a range of professional 
cosmetic products to work in synergy with beauty machines, boosting the ef-

fects in terms of performances and more visible results.

How to use the kit
1. Place the BIGEL double sachet and the LIPOMATRIX single sachet in a bowl 

with warm water for 2 minutes.

2. Prepare the client for the session with a peeling by spraying GLYCOSPRAY 
on the area to be treated. Leave it on for 4 minutes and then remove the 
residue with a dampened towel.

3. Separate the double sachet of BIGEL 1 and 2 following the pre-cut line 
and open the resulting two sachets. Pour the content of the two sachets 
into a suitable container and mix the two products until you obtain a 
homogeneous gel. Wait a few seconds for the hot-cold system to get 
activated. Apply the gel onto the area to be treated using a brush, without 
massaging it. 

4. Wrap the entire abdomen with LIPOMATRIX, a pre-soaked matrix. Apply any 
residual gel onto the active matrix using a brush. Wrap the client in a plastic 
sheet and leave the products on for 30 minutes. 

5. Finish the treatment with a light massage using a specific professional 
product.
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ENVELOPING EFFECTIVENESS IN 3 STEPS
All the secrets of an innovative treatment specifically 

designed to treat the abdominal area.
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The ADPLUS treatment can be used alone or in combination with PRESSOTHERAPY, STATIC 
ULTRASOUNDS, MICROCURRENTS, RADIOFREQUENCES to enhance its e� ectiveness and its ability to 
stimulate the microcirculation.
We recommend 1-2 treatment sessions per week, depending on individual needs.

BENEFITS FOR CUSTOMERS
• It promotes the reduction of localized fat 

deposits on abdomen and hips.
• It reactivates the skin microcirculation, 

favouring a slimming action.
• It improves tissues elasticity, counteracting 

skin relaxation and providing firmness. 

ADVANTAGES FOR THE BEAUTY CENTER
• Specific action on abdominal adiposity.
• Easy, practical and fast: it is a clean treatment 

with a total duration of 40 minutes.
• No final shower needed.
• Disposable materials.
• Folder with treatment options + detailed 

program for customers.

Step 2 • ADBI/GEL

Phase 1 - ADIPOSLIM

Step 1 • ADGLYCOSPRAY
Preparatory phase with a 10% glycolic acid spray peeling with a keratolytic and exfoliating 
action.
The exfoliating action of glycolic acid derives from its ability to penetrate all layers of the skin, 
eliminating dead cells and impurities, improving the superficial layer of the epidermis and 
promoting an intense cellular renewal.
The spray formula allows for a quick and easy peeling to prepare the skin for treatment.

Dual phase for a combined hot-cold treatment that stimulates lipolysis and inhibits lipogenesis.

Gel for the abdomen with warming e� ect,  HOT TECHNOLOGY and FAT 
BURNING EFFECT. 
ADIPOSLIM contains a precious LIPOLYTIC COMPLEX (Glaucine+Tripetide 
41) that stimulates LIPOLYSIS, thus favouring a “fat burning" e� ect.
Glaucine is a multifunctional molecule that acts on calcium channels, 
activating the lipolysis of adipocytes.

> Clinical tests demonstrate its ability to reduce fat accumulations by 43% 
while also improving skin elasticity (+20%). 

Tripeptide-41 is a peptide with a lipolytic e� ect: it turns triacylglycerol into 
glycerol and free fatty acids.

> Clinical trials show its ability to improve the appearance of fat deposits on 
the abdomen.

Phase 2 - ADIPOLESS
Gel for the abdomen with cooling e� ect, CRYO TECHNOLOGY and TONING 
EFFECT. ADIPOLESS contains a special anti-adipogenesis complex of marine 
origin that helps to counteract ADIPOGENESIS (i.e. the production of new 
adipocytes).  The complex of marine origin re-shapes the silhouette.

> In vivo tests evaluated in millimetres have shown that its use in a cosmetic 
product combined with constant physical activity has a significant 
slimming e� ect on abdomen, thighs and arms.

Phase 1 + Phase 2
Why do the two gels have to be combined before use? 
The HOT and CRYO technologies are activated only when BIGEL 1 and BIGEL 2 are mixed, with a 
synergistic and boosting action in which the refreshing action of the Menthol derivative (PHASE 2) is 
increased and prolonged by the presence of VBE (PHASE 1).

Step 3 • ADLIPOMATRIX

Innovative abdominal bandage for an enhanced lipolytic 
action.
Directly from Panestetic's research, a new 100% 
biodegradable and 100% vegetable fabric, with a three-
dimensional structure that absorbs the functional 
ingredients present in the solution and favours their transfer, 
optimizing the e� ectiveness of the treatment.
The bandage is soaked in a concentrated mix of substances 
including a synthetic molecule, that is completely non-toxic 
and acts quickly and in a targeted way on the adiposity 
stimulating the mobilization of adipose tissue.
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